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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

NASoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

Thus proposal fail to explain how Mosley Common road and Mort Lane,
currently congested up to their full length every morning and every evening.

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

The junction work suggested does not increase road capacity; the illusionof why you consider the
that the 1,100 homes will be served by the ''bus route'' are unrealistic norconsultation point not
justified. Anyone not working on the bus route resort to driving. More over,to be legally compliant,
even if the traffic at the junction of Mosely Common Road (A577) and theis unsound or fails to
East Lancs was improved locally, the impact will just move further: Chaddockcomply with the duty to
Lane, Simpson Road, Leigh Road,Worsley roundabout and theM60 junction,co-operate. Please be

as precise as possible. all roads which are already incredibly congested from 6AM to 9AM every
morning and from 3PM to 6PM every evening. Similar traffic jams are seen
on Mort Lane, Sale Lane (A577) in the other directions, and on Newearth
and Hilton Lane.

Cancel the project or plan for a new dual carriageway to link the M6 at J4
to the East Lancs between Chaddock Lane and Newearth Road cossings,

Redacted modification
- Please set out the

with direct access from Aldi (near M6), Manchester Road in Little hulton,modification(s) you
Mort Lane and Sale Lane to provide sufficient road support for all these new
inhabittants.

consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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